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1. From the Editor

Welcome to the Spring newsletter and a
warm welcome to our new members.
We are looking forward to a really inter-
esting meeting on Charles Waterton
(1782-1865) at the end of July in
Wakefield, West Yorkshire, where I hope
to see a number of you.  

Our AGM will form part of the meet-
ing when we will say goodbye to our
President Hugh Torrens and thank him
for all his work for the Society.  We will
also be welcoming new Council mem-
bers and thanking our retiring Council
members, who have also worked hard
on the Society’s behalf.

The really exciting news is that The
Curious Mr Catesby: a “truly ingenious”
naturalist explores new worlds is now pub-
lished.  Edited by Charles Nelson and
David Elliott, and with substantive con-
tributions from a number of our mem-
bers, this publication is the legacy of the
Catesby Commemorative Trust’s Mark
Catesby Tercentennial symposium in
2012, which was co-sponsored by
SHNH. It has received some wonderful
reviews and Charles and David have
been touring the US and UK to intro-
duce the publication, together with
Leslie Overstreet (US) and Sir Ghillean
Prance (UK).  

Council is delighted to announce
that the winner of the John Thackray
Medal is the publication Priority! The
Dating of Scientific Names in Ornithology
(Northampton: Aves Press, 2011), by
Edward Dickinson, Leslie Overstreet,
Robert Dowsett and Murray Bruce.
Council is also inviting nominations for
the next Thackray Medal and for the
Stearn Student Essay Prize, so do
forward your suggestions.

Congratulations are also in order for

Charles Nelson who has been awarded
the RHS Veitch Memorial Medal.

On a more sombre note, we are sad
to have lost some of our good friends
and colleagues this year.  I would partic-
ularly like to mention David Galloway
who was a very long-term member of
the Society. During his time at the
Natural History Museum as Head of the
Lichen Division (1987-1994), David was
an active member.  Our SHNH evening
meetings in the Palaeontology meeting
room of the Museum were always
delightful and very well attended, not
only for the quality of the meeting, but
also due to the provision of wonderful
food by David’s wife Patricia. We send
to Patricia and indeed to all of the
family and friends of our friends and
colleagues, our thoughts at this time. 

Thank you to everyone who has sent
such interesting information for the
newsletter. Don’t forget that we run a
very interesting Notes & Queries section
as well information on new and inter-
esting publications and rely on you for
the information, so do keep it coming.

I look forward to seeing some of you
at Eton and the Linnean Society in May.
Our events are regularly posted up on
the website, so do check so you can be
aware of forthcoming activities and
events.

Elaine
Elaine Shaughnessy

First and Foremost

Charles Nelson receiving the RHS
Veitch Memorial Medal. Courtesy of
the RHS/ Bethany Clarke.
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2. John Thackray Medal

Council is delighted to announce that
the John Thackray Medal for 2014 will
be awarded for the publication of
Priority! The Dating of Scientific Names in
Ornithology (Northampton: Aves Press,
2011) by Dickinson,
E. C., Overstreet, L.
K., Dowsett, R. J. &
Bruce, M. D. 

This is the first
book to explain the
importance of prior-
ity in relation to
names in ornitholo-
gy and in the
context of the
International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature. Backgrounds are first
provided on the Code and on printing
and publishing over the last 250 years.
The compilers then bring together
reports on 148 books and 121 periodi-
cals in zoology which, between them,
present almost all the challenges that
can make date determination problem-
atic. The reports provide links to the
published authorities and are supported
by tables containing extensive detail
about the subsidiary parts or issues with
their pagination and dates. This book
and the included CD Rom are a search-
able treasure trove.

The Prize Committee assessed it as “a
truly scholarly work ... includ[ing]
previously unknown facts with critical
analysis of their importance ... and ... a
completely original approach to the sub-
ject“; moreover, “a unique and essential
source for taxonomists, particularly rele-
vant for members of our society, which
was founded as the Society for the
Bibliography of Natural History“.

3. John Thackray Medal 2015
Nominations are now invited for the
2015 award, from SHNH members in
good standing, for work completed dur-
ing the three years preceding the clos-
ing date of 31 July 2015. A nomination
form may be found at the end of this
newsletter. The rules governing the
award of The John Thackray Medal may
be accessed on our website at
http://shnh.org.uk/awards-honours-
medals/john-thackray-medal/

4. William T. Stearn Student Essay Prize

We are inviting submissions for the 2015
William T. Stearn Student Essay Prize,
awarded to the best original, unpub-
lished essay in the field of history of nat-
ural history. The competition is open to
undergraduate and postgraduate stu-
dents in full or part-time education.
Entry is not limited to members of
SHNH. The winner will receive £300 and
be offered membership of the Society for
one year.  The winning essay will nor-
mally be published in the Society's jour-
nal Archives of natural history. Submission
deadline is 30 June 2015. 

For full details and to download the
application form, please visit the society’s
website.  Please do also download the
poster from the website and circulate.

5. Those we have lost

We are sad to report that we have lost
the following friends and colleagues:
Tony Howard (Australia), David
Galloway (New Zealand), Brian
Gardiner (UK), and Jim Reveal (USA).

6. SHNH Website  www.shnh.org.uk

We are delighted with the response we
have had to the new SHNH website.
Many thanks to SHNH members who
have made additional recommenda-
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tions and suggestions and I am happy
to let you know we have incorporated
these new additions. 

We are now working towards addi-
tional features to include an electronic
email facility and will keep you posted
on progress. 

Elaine Shaughnessy

7. History & Mystery

History & Mystery is a delightful collec-
tion of notes and queries from past
SHNH Newsletters.  The book is £15
(post paid) for the UK and £18 for the
rest of the world (ROW).  Ordering
online is easy:  go to the SHNH website
(www.shnh.org.uk) and click on the
DONATE by PayPal button;
Proceeds from the sale of this volume

will help replenish the Alwynne
Wheeler Bursary to support young
scholars in attending SHNH conferences
and meetings.

History & Mystery:
Sequels and solutions 5
S5.1 Lucien or Lucian Bonaparte?
History and mystery p. 14
Back in 1989, Gordon Sauer sought guid-
ance on the correct spelling of one of the
forenames (Lucien versus Lucian) of the
naturalist Charles Bonaparte (1803-
1857). The published reply summarized
the responses of three SHNH members,
of whom I was one. I have just discov-
ered my original notes, and since they
include rather more detail than was pub-
lished, they might still be of interest:

“Charles Bonaparte, a nephew of the
Emperor Napoleon, was a member of the
notable French family that had its ori-
gins in Italy. His father Lucien, born in
Italy, was originally named Luciano
Buonaparte. John T. Zimmer, in his
Catalogue of the Edward E. Ayer

Ornithological Library (1926), gives
Charles’s full name as Charles Lucien
Jules Laurent Bonaparte. Various
spellings of his forenames may be
observed on the title-pages of his works.

Of those in Zimmer’s catalogue, eight
in French include Lucien; eight in
English (British or American) give
Lucian; one in Italian gives Luciano; and
two in Latin employ an inflected form of
Lucianus. Hence, the spellings reflect the
language in which each book was pub-
lished. In the same books, Charles is ren-
dered thus both in English and French;
as Carlo in Italian; and as Carolus in
Latin. Although subject to linguistic vari-
ation, the definitive forms of Charles’s
names should logically be as in French,
the language of his family’s adopted
country. His full French name is given as
Charles Jules Laurent Lucien Bonaparte
by Gustave Vapereau (Dictionnaire
Universel des Contemporains, 4th edition,
1870). Though other sources may give
his forenames in a slightly different
order, he was most often known simply
as Charles Lucien Bonaparte.

Charles’s title was equally confusing.
Five of his works listed by Zimmer refer
to him as the Prince of Musignano, but
Vapereau calls him the Prince of Canino,
as does the British Museum Catalogue of
Printed Books. One item in Zimmer’s cat-
alogue uses “Prince of Canino and
Musignano“. The separate titles of Prince
of Canino (established 1814) and Prince
of Musignano (established 1824),
conferred first on Charles’s father and
borne by his male heirs, were actually
papal titles of nobility, never legally
recognized in France, and apparently not
fully understood elsewhere. Canino and
Musignano are two neighbouring
villages in the Italian province of
Viterbo.“

R. B. Williams
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S5.2 G. H. Lewes and his Sea-side
studies
History and mystery p. 74
When, in 1981, I briefly responded to W.
B. Yapp’s query about George Henry
Lewes’s research on sea anemones, I
promised that “a fuller account of
Lewes’s excursions into biology is to be 
published elsewhere“. Although that
rash prediction still remains on my list
of unfinished projects, I can now at least
offer a note on perhaps his best-known
biological book, Sea-side Studies at
Ilfracombe, Tenby, the Scilly Isles, & Jersey.
Based on articles published in
Blackwood’s Magazine during 1856 and
1857, it first appeared in book-form
early in 1858.

In it, Lewes discussed many physio-
logical features of marine invertebrates.
Highly critical of “the imperfect logic of
zoologists“ (p. 99), he also warned
against the pitfalls of “anthropomor-
phism“ – a new word he coined therein
(p. 341). No doubt his earlier preoccupa-
tion with philosophy (having studied in
Germany and written about Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe and Auguste
Comte) fostered this rigorous approach
to his amateur zoological studies. “I
have been careful to indicate the kind
and amount of evidence – Observation,
Dissection, or Experiment – on which
they [his purported new discoveries]
rest; so that the source of error, wherev-
er there is error, may be detected“ (p.
viii).

One controversial problem con-
cerned the true nature of the “chylaque-
ous fluid“ (the contents, of the coelen-
teron, in fact basically sea-water) of sea
anemones. Lewes’s experiments, which
he induced Richard Quiller Couch to
confirm, led him to reject the then cur-
rent idea of its being a primitive kind of
blood. This result stimulated Philip

Henry Gosse, widely regarded as an
observer rather than an experimentalist,
to repeat the experiments with careful
control measures. With striking alacrity,
on 12 February 1858 Gosse submitted
his diametrically opposed results to the
Annals and Magazine of Natural History
for publication (3rd ser., vol. 1, pp. 172-
175). Soon after, a scathing, anonymous
review of Sea-side Studies, attributed to
Gosse by R. B. Freeman and D.
Wertheimer (P. H. Gosse: a Bibliography,
1980, item 274A), appeared in The
Literary Gazette (No. 2149, 27 March
1858, pp. 295-297). Criticising Lewes’s
self-important pronouncements, his
apparent inexperience, and often vague
language, it was clearly intended to
undermine any of Lewes’s claims to orig-
inal discoveries. It is thus surprising that
Sea-side Studies did not cause even more
controversy than it did.

The first edition of Sea-side Studies, of
ix + 414 pages + 4 pages publisher’s
advertisements (priced at 10s. 6d.), is a
duodecimo in 8s and 4s (confirmed by
the point-holes at the bottom edges of
leaves; an octavo format as incorrectly
stated in the publisher’s advertisements
would have had point-holes at the fore-
edges). This handsome volume, 20.6 ×
14.1 cm, is usually cased in a royal-blue,
ribbed-morocco grain cloth by Edmonds
& Remnants of London; the spine and
both boards are blocked in blind, with
additional gilt on the front board and
spine. It was printed and published by
William Blackwood and Sons of
Edinburgh and London, the proprietors
of Blackwood’s Magazine. The Publishers’
Circular of 16 January (No. 488, p. 8)
announced it as due “in a few days“, and
it was indeed published by 1 February
(op. cit., No. 489, pp. 53, 64). The title-
page claims “The Right of Translation is
reserved“. The collational formula is:
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a4b2(−b2)A8B4C8D4E8F4G8H4I8K4L8M4N8O4P8

Q4R8S4T8U4X8Y4Z82A42B82C42D82E42F82G4

2H82I42K82L42M22N2(−2N2) [$1 signed
(−a1, A1)]. There are seven black and
white lithographs with black frames.
Plate I is titled as “FRONTISPIECE“ at
the bottom and as “PL. I.“ at the top;
the remaining plates are sewn together
at the end of the letterpress. The “VII“ of
Plate VII is printed so closely as to
appear as “VI“, unless viewed with a
loupe. No plates are signed by the
artist(s) or printer, most being copied
from previous works. However, Figure 1
of Plate V represents the holotype of a
newly described species, Sagitta mariana,
presumably named after Lewes’s concu-
bine, Mary Ann (or Marian) Evans [the
novelist George Eliot]. Unfortunately,
the descriptions of Figures 1 and 2 on
Plate V were erroneously transposed.

The second English edition (“a new
and cheaper edition“ at 6s. 6d.) has the
type reset, with x + 428 pages + 4 pages
publisher’s advertisements. The plates
are printed from the original stones used
for the first edition. Plate VII is now
numbered clearly and all are titled more
fully as “PLATE I“, etc. The frames are
omitted and the figure numbers are tidi-
er but the transposition of descriptions
of Plate V remains uncorrected. Plate I is
again the frontispiece, but not titled as
such; it forms a conjugate pair (π2) with
the title-page on extra-thick paper. Once
again, “The Right of Translation is
reserved“. This edition is a true octavo,
18.8 × 12.0 cm, printed and published as
before by William Blackwood and Sons.
It appeared between 15 and 31 March
1860 (Publishers’ Circular of 2 April, No.
541, p. 167). The collational formula is:
π22π4A8B−2C82D8(−D7, 8) [$1 signed
(−π1, 2π1, A1)].  The cloth casing, again
by Edmonds & Remnants, is commonly
of a dark-green diagonal wave grain. The

spine and both boards are blocked in
blind, with an ornamental gilt title on
the front board (the same as that on the
first edition) and additional gilt on the
spine (cf. the Woods Hole Laboratory
copy on the Biodiversity Heritage
Library website).

A German translation, Naturstudien
am Seestrande. Küstenbilder aus
Devonshire, den Scilly-Inseln und Jersey,
was published in 1859 by Franz Duncker
of Berlin, “mit Bewilligung des Verfassers
ubersetzt von Julius Frese“. The printers
were Duncker & Weidling. Julius Frese
(1821–1883) was a Prussian intellectual
and democratic socialist. The publisher,
Franz Duncker (1822–1888), was also an
influential politician and union leader.
This particular partnership of translator
and publisher was responsible for the
first German translations of several
books by Lewes and George Eliot in the
mid-1800s. This edition (foreword dated
December 1858), is an unpretentious
production issued in buff-coloured
paper wrappers, an 18.9 × 12.7 cm octa-
vo of viii + 396 pages, without the origi-
nal English glossary and index. The lith-
ographs, reproduced from the original
stones of the first British edition, are
smaller in area by about 3–9% due to
shrinkage of the transfer-paper before
the preparation of new stones.
“FRONTISPIECE“ has been erased from
PL. I., since all the plates, with Plate VII
now titled clearly, are sewn together
after the leterpress. Typically of conti-
nental European books, the signatures
are numerical (the second leaves of gath-
erings signed with an added asterisk),
rather than alphabetical. The collational
formula is: π22π21−248256 [$2 signed
(−π1, 2, 2π1, 2)].

R. B. Williams
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8. Book Reviews

The following books have been received
for review.  Please contact me if you
would be interested in reviewing them
for SHNH Archives of Natural History.
Edward Duyker, Dumont d'Urville:
explorer and polymath (Otago, 2014).
Matthias Schönhofer (ed),  Letters from
an American botanist: the correspondence
of Gotthilf Heinrich Ernst Mühlenberg 
(1753-1815) (Stuttgart, 2014).

Felicity Roberts
Book Reviews Editor

E: felicity.roberts@kcl.ac.uk

9. Archives News

The following papers and short notes
have been issued in Archives of natural
history 42.1, in print and online in

April 2015. 

G. AYRES: Isaac Bayley Balfour,
Sphagnum moss, and the Great War
(1914-1918).
G. MOORE: Peeping at nature with the
Reverend Charles A. Hall FRMS
(1872–1965).
H. Van GROUW and D. BLOCH: History
of the extant museums specimens of the
Faroese White-Speckled Raven.

N. WOODMAN: Who Invented the
Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus)? On
the Authorship of the Fraudulent 1812
Journal of Charles Le Raye.
H. FUNK: A re-examination of C. J.
Temminck’s sources for his descriptions
of the extinct Japanese wolf.
J. HOLLIER, A. HOLLIER and C. SCHNY-
DER: The publications and collections
of Louis-Albert Necker (1786-1861).
C. GRIGSON: New information on
Indian rhinoceroses (Rhinoceros unicor-
nis) in Britain in the mid-eighteenth
century.
MEARNS, C. GOURAUD and I. CHEVRI-
ER: The identity of Richard of Richard’s
Pipit (Anthus richardi Vieillot, 1818).
J. F. J. JANSEN and S. D. van der MIJE:
Review of the mounted skins and skulls
of the extinct Falkland Island Wolf
(Dusicyon australis) held in museum col-
lections.
I. FRIIS: Coffee and qat on the Royal
Danish expedition to Arabia – botani-
cal, ethnobotanical and commercial
observations made in Yemen 1762-
1763.
M. HOLMES: The Perfect Pest: natural
history and the red squirrel in
Nineteenth-Century Scotland (William
T. Stearn Prize 2014).
P. FRANCIS: Philip Brookes Mason
(1842-1903) – surgeon general
Practitioner and naturalist.
P. KOHLER: Józef Rostafi�ski’s ethnob-
otanical enquiry of 1883 concerning
Polish vernacular names and use of
plants.
H. FUNK: Jan Cerný’s Knieha lekarska
(1517): closing a gap in the history of
printed illustrated herbals.
G. MOORE: New insights into the con-
troversy surrounding marine biological
laboratory (marine station) facilities in
the Firth of Clyde in the early twentieth
century.
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Short notes

P. DASZKIEWICZ: Pyrenean plants for
the botanical garden of Berlin – botany
as a symbol of power during the
Napoleonic era.
S. OLSON: The Myth of the Malaspina
Expedition in the Galapagos Islands.
A. LESTER: Alfred Russel Wallace’s intro-
duction to Botany through John
Lindley.
A. RICKIENE: Exercitia Phytologica
(1792) by J. E. Gilibert in European
libraries.
A. LESTER: Botanical Contributions to
the Library of Useful Knowledge.

Peter Davis
Honorary Editor

10. Accessing Archives of Natural
History online

The full content of Archives of Natural
History dating back to 1936 is available
to SHNH members freely online.
Electronic copies of new issues are avail-
able in advance of the printed version.
To activate your free access, please acti-
vate the 2015 token, even if you have
previously registered. Instructions have
been included in the latest edition of
Archives.  If you have any queries, please
contact EUP by email:
JournalsEditorial@eup.ed.ac.uk. For more
information see the SHNH website.

11. Special Publications

We are delighted to announce that John
Woodward's Brief Instructions for Making
Observations in all Parts of the World
1696 (Sherborn Fund Facsimile Number
4, 1973) is now available as a PDF on
the EUP website at: 
http://www.euppublishing.com/loi/anh 
Many thanks to John Parmenter for
helping facilitate this.

12. The History of teaching Natural
History

Horniman Museum, London                 
10 - 11 October 2014

This joint meeting with the Horniman
Museum took place in the Pavilion
building at the Horniman, with the
addition of a “Farmer’s Market“ taking
place outside on the second day and in
proximity to the Animal Walk, with
Poppy, the baby Alpaca, attracting lots
of attention. The event was attended by
33 people. 

This two-day meeting presented the
history of different teaching practices
and methods for the earth and life sci-
ences, primarily focussing on schools
and universities. It had two major
themes: the history of teaching natural
history within institutional facilities,
and the history of teaching natural his-
tory in the outdoor arena.

The first morning focused on
“Natural history teaching in the out-
door environment“ with the keynote
address on Educational outposts: The field
station tradition of biological sciences edu-
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Conference participants enjoying listening to
Mark Carnall, Curator, the Grant Museum of
Zoology, UCL. Photo courtesy of the Horniman
Museum.



cation in the United States given by James
Costa, Director of the Highlands
Biological Station NC, USA. This was
followed by Dawn Sanders, from the
University of Gothenburg, Sweden talk-
ing about her work on Gardens for
Learning: the work of Lilian Clarke and
C.T. Prime in the development of botanical
education in South London and then
David Robinson, from York, on
Bootham School’s Natural History
Society. 

In the afternoon we moved into the
classroom with Jim Kennedy from
Oxford University Museum of Natural
History showing us how William
Buckland’s Oxford lectures in Geology and
Mineralogy, 1813-1849 were enlivened
by early teaching aids, complementing
a similar but earlier approach on John
Hope and the Illustrated Teaching of
Botany, Edinburgh 1761-1786 by Henry
Noltie, from the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh. 

We returned to the classroom on the
second day, with Jenny Beckman, from
Uppsala University, Sweden giving her
keynote address on Authors and collec-
tors: Hartman’s Handbook and botanical
education in Sweden in the 19th century,
followed by our Spanish representative,
Margarita Hernández Laille, from
Madrid, on Darwinism in classrooms in
Victorian England. This was followed by
George Fussey, Curator of Eton College
Natural History Museum speaking on
Natural history at Eton and beyond, with
the day finishing with Mark Carnall,
Curator of the Grant Museum,
University College London on The trials
and tribulations of ‘just a teaching collec-
tion’, and Dominik Huenniger, from
Georg-August-University Goettingen on
Teaching natural history at the
Enlightenment university: The example of
Johann Christian Fabricius (1745-1808).   

Poster papers displayed were by
Nathalie Latour, Maisons Laffitte,
France on Historical three-dimensional
representations as a support for teaching in
Natural History and Leonie Sedman.
University of Liverpool, Anatomical
Teaching Models – A Call for Information.

Speakers have been encouraged to
submit papers to Archives of Natural
History and Edinburgh University Press
have said that it will be possible to bring
those together into an online “virtual“
conference issue once they are pub-
lished, so this is a reminder to all speak-
ers to submit those presentations for
publication! 

Delegates on both days were able to
join tours of the Museum collections
and Garden, with Jo Hatton, Paolo
Viscardi and their colleagues at the
Horniman who provided excellent
logistic support for the tours and the
Horniman caterers providing ample
lunches. 

Gina Douglas

13. Mark Catesby's third centennial
in America - celebrating his impact

on our world (2012)

In 1712, English
naturalist Mark
Catesby (1683-
1749) crossed
the Atlantic into
Virginia.  After a
seven year stay,
he returned to
England with
paintings of
plants and ani-
mals he had
studied.  They sufficiently impressed
other naturalists that in 1722 several
Fellows of the Royal Society sponsored
his return to North America.  There,
Catesby catalogued the flora and fauna of
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the Carolinas and the Bahamas by gath-
ering seeds and specimens, compiling
notes, and making watercolour sketches. 

Returning to England after five
years, he began the twenty year task of
writing, etching, and publishing his
monumental The Natural History of
Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama
Islands. 

One of the great classics of American
natural history literature, it includes
watercolours and descriptions of flora
and fauna, some depicted for the first
time, such as the extinct Ivory-billed
Woodpecker, Carolina Parakeet and
Passenger Pigeon.

The curious Mister Catesby: a “truly
ingenious” naturalist explores new worlds
is now published.  This publication is
the legacy of the Catesby
Commemorative Trust’s Mark Catesby
Tercentennial symposium in 2012, co-
sponsored by SHNH. For more informa-
tion, see: www.catesbytrust.org.

This is a comprehensive and lavishly
illustrated new study of the man and his
work, with over 185 colour illustrations,
by E. Charles Nelson and David J. Elliott
and published by The University of
Georgia Press (456 pp., 2015).
“The Curious Mister Catesby“ features

23 chapters by leading experts on varied
aspects of Catesby's broad-ranging
interests and includes valuable intro-
ductory chapters, author notes, and a
bibliography.

Mark Catesby was a man of excep-
tional courage and determination, com-
bined with insatiable curiosity and mul-
tiple talents.  The international contrib-
utors to this volume review Catesby’s
biography alongside the historical and
scientific significance of his work.  This
lavishly illustrated volume advances
knowledge of Catesby’s explorations,
collections, artwork, and publications

in order to reassess his importance with-
in the pantheon of early naturalists.

Contents

E. Charles Nelson, “The truly honest,
ingenious, and
modest Mr. Mark
Catesby, F. R. S.“ –
documenting his
life.
Cynthia P. Neal,
Behind the
scenes: Catesby,
the man, viewed
through the lens
of a camera.
Karen Reeds, Mark Catesby’s botanical
forerunners in Virginia.
Kay Etheridge & Florence F. J. M.
Pieters, Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-
1717): pioneering naturalist, artist, and
inspiration for Catesby.
Diana & Michael Preston, William
Dampier (1651-1715): the pirate of
exquisite mind.
Marcus B. Simpson, Jr., John Lawson’s
A new voyage to Carolina and his
“Compleat History“: the Mark Catesby
connection.
Janet Browne, Mark Catesby’s world:
England.
Sarah Meacham, Mark Catesby’s world:
Virginia.
Suzanne Linder Hurley, Mark
Catesby’s Carolina Adventure.
Robert Robertson, Mark Catesby’s
Bahamian natural history (observed in
1725-1726). Henrietta McBurney,
Mark Catesby’s preparatory drawings
for The natural history of Carolina, Florida
and the Bahama islands.
Leslie K. Overstreet, The publication of
Mark Catesby’s The natural history of
Carolina, Florida and the Bahama islands.
Stephen A. Harris, The plant collec-
tions of Mark Catesby in Oxford.
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Charles E. Jarvis, Carl Linnaeus and the
influence of Mark Catesby’s botanical
work.
Hardy Eshbaugh, The economic
botany and ethnobotany of Mark
Catesby.
Shepard Krech III, “Of birds of pas-
sage“: Mark Catesby and contemporary
theories on bird migration and torpor. 
Aaron M. Bauer, Catesby’s animals
(other than birds) in The natural history
of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama
islands.
Kraig Adler, Catesby’s fundamental
contributions to Linnaeus’s binomial
catalog of North American animals.
Mark Laird, Mark Catesby’s plant intro-
ductions and English gardens of the
eighteenth century.
Judith Magee, Following in the foot-
steps of Mark Catesby.
Ghillean T. Prance, Inspiration from
The natural history of Carolina…by
Mark Catesby.
David J. Elliott, Conclusions: The
Account, Appendix, Hortus and other
endings among Mark Catesby’s work. 
James L. Reveal, Appendix: Identi-
fication of the plants and animals illus-
trated by Mark Catesby for The natural
history of Carolina, Florida and the
Bahama islands.
“The Curious Mr. Catesby is beautifully
designed and produced and filled with
important and interesting scholarship.
Congratulations! Well done! I have
been savoring it ever since my copy
arrived a few weeks ago. The modest Mr.
Catesby probably would be surprised by
such a substantive volume on his
accomplishments, but no doubt very
proud!“

Robert M Peck, Senior Fellow, Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

Drexel University.

“The Curious Mister Catesby is an absorb-
ing blend of early colonial history in the
American Southeast and the Bahamas,
with the rich fauna and flora the settlers
freshly contained. Catesby emerges as
one of the first true naturalists of the
New World.“

E. O. Wilson, University Professor
Emeritus of Entomology, Harvard

University

Mark Catesby (1683 – 1749)

Mark Catesby grew up in the east of
England. His mother’s family, the
Jekylls, lived in the Essex village of
Castle Hedingham, while his father
owned property in, and was mayor of
the nearby Suffolk town of Sudbury.

Mark inherited houses and land in
Sudbury, as well as houses in London,
after his father died in November 1703.
Thus he was truly a “gentleman of small
fortune“ and this legacy probably
enabled him to travel to Virginia in
1712 in the company of his older sister,
Mrs Elizabeth Cocke, and two of her
children. He remained thereabouts for
around six years, returning to England
by the autumn of 1719.

Three years later, supported by a
dozen sponsors including the Duke of
Chandos, Catesby returned to North
America, this time to South Carolina, to
search for animals that he could illus-
trate and plants that he could send back
to Britain for his patrons’ gardens. His
explorations ended in the Bahama
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Islands in 1726. Then, for more than 20
years he painstakingly transferred his
sketches of North American plants,
birds, fishes and other animals on to
copper plates and when these images
were printed, he coloured each one by
hand himself: “The whole was done
within my house, and by my own
hands …“. The natural history of
Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands,
published between 1729 and 1747, is a
masterpiece, the handiwork of one curi-
ous and ingenious man. It was sumptu-
ous in execution and innovative in con-
ception.

Mark Catesby has not been ignored
by scholars, but he is less well known
that his successors in North American
natural history such as Alexander
Wilson and especially John James
Audubon. In the early 1960s, he was
dubbed the “Colonial Audubon“ by
George Frick and Raymond Stearns. The
unearthing of the original watercolours
for many of his published plates from
the Royal Library in Windsor Castle,
where they had lain unstudied since
King George III purchased them in
1768, provided further impetus to
investigate his life and work. Henrietta
McBurney and Amy Myers’s book that
accompanied a touring exhibition of a
selection of these originals was a signif-
icant further contribution. Others who
devoted time to researching Catesby’s
natural history included the late Joe
Ewan who was one of the “pillars“ of
this Society.

More recently, examination of the
animals and plants depicted in the orig-
inal watercolours (recently made avail-
able online by the Royal Collection
Trust) have resulted in some revised
opinions about what Catesby pub-
lished. Moreover, it is also clear that not
all the subjects were engraved from his

own paintings –
like others of the
period, Catesby
was not averse to
copying works
contained in, for
example, Sir
Hans Sloane’s
collections, and
then adapting
and publishing
them without an
acknowledge -
ment of the
source. We have
also learned that his much younger
brother contributed specimens from
Gibraltar including a viperfish (now,
ironically, known as Sloane’s viperfish).

To mark the tercentenary of Mark
Catesby’s arrival in North America, the
Catesby Commemorative Trust organ-
ized a wide-ranging symposium and
invited contributions on all aspects of
Catesby’s natural history. Among the
international panel of speakers were
prominent members of this Society. The
presentations, augmented and expand-
ed, have been gathered together as the
chapters in The curious Mister Catesby,
and have been supplemented with addi-
tional studies including a new biogra-
phy and an up-dated integrated listing,
by the late Jim Reveal, of the plants and
animals depicted in Catesby’s book and
in the Royal Library paintings.
The internet has also played a part.
Archived documents, newly available
on the worldwide web, yielded new
information about Catesby’s family life
in London after his return from the
Bahamas. He had close associations
with Thomas Fairchild, and advertised
that likely subscribers to The natural his-
tory of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama
Islands could inspect the original paint-
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ings in Fairchild’s premises in Hoxton.
Later, Catesby worked with another
nurseryman, Christopher Gray of
Fulham, engraving Georg Ehret’s mag-
nificent portrait of a blossom of
Magnolia grandiflora for a broadsheet
catalogue issued by Gray. A unique
hand-coloured copy of this engraving
was recognized recently among the
botanical illustrations pasted to the wall
of Linnaeus’s bedroom in Hammarby.

The natural history of Carolina, Florida
and the Bahama Islands was issued in 11
parts between May 1729 and July 1747,
according to the dates when they were
individually presented to the Royal
Society. Remarkably, newspaper reports
have been found indicating that in May
1729 Catesby, introduced to Court by
Lord Carteret, presented a copy of the
first part to Queen Caroline. That
Catesby and his book about the natural
history of North America merited this
personal introduction to the Queen
Regent was exceptional, as was the
praise his book received: “… a Work
superior to any Thing of the Kind“
being one comment. Dr Cromwell
Mortimer, the Secretary of the Royal
Society, went so far as to claim that
Catesby’s Natural history … was “the
most magnificent Work I know of, since
the Art of Printing has been discover’d.“
The superb copy which Mortimer
owned, bound in full russia with his
armorial design stamped in gold on the
covers, is today in the Smithsonian
Institution’s library. The Royal Society
retains the copy presented to it by Mark
Catesby, while the Royal Library has
what must be deemed the author’s per-
sonal copy.

Late in life, only two years before he
died aged 66, Mark Catesby married
Elizabeth Rowland at St George’s
Chapel, Hyde Park Corner, a well-

known venue for
“c l ande s t ine“
marriages. A son
and a daughter
were mentioned
in Elizabeth
Catesby’s will.
Yet, the registers
of St Giles’s
Cripplegate and
St Luke’s, Old Street, adjacent London
parishes, revealed that four children
born to Elizabeth Rowland and Mark
Catesby were baptized between April
1731 and December 1737. Two died in
infancy. So, Elizabeth and Mark were a
highly unconventional couple for at
least 18 years.

On 23 December 1749, following a
fall while crossing High Holburn, Mark
Catesby died, and was buried in the
churchyard of St Luke’s, Old Street,
London.

© E. Charles Nelson

14. “An unconquerable aversion to
Piccadilly“: Charles Waterton,

traveller, taxidermist and pioneer
conservationist 

SHNH AGM
Wakefield, West Yorkshire
31st July - 1 August 2015

The Annual
General Meeting
of the Society for
the History of
Natural History
will be held in
association with
a one day con-
ference of talks
celebrating the
life and work of
Charles Waterton
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(1782-1865) and a second day with
related excursions around Wakefield in
West Yorkshire.    

Outline Programme

This two-day conference will comprise a
day of talks on aspects of the life and
work of Charles Waterton, the SHNH
AGM, and a visit to The Wakefield
Museum at Wakefield One to view the
exhibition “The extraordinary world of
Charles Waterton“. Pat Morris will give
a demonstration at Wakefield One on
“The inside story“ showing how
Waterton achieved his results.

Speakers include:

• Jan Graffius, curator at Stonyhurst
College, on Waterton’s education
and Catholic upbringing

• Pat Morris on the taxidermy
• John Whitaker on Waterton’s

Wakefield connections
• Adrian Padfield on the Curare story,

and
• John Chambers on the disagree-

ments between Audubon and
Waterton.

This will be followed on the Saturday
with a guided walk following part of the
Waterton trail, taking participants
around the former Waterton Estate at
Walton Hall, including Waterton’s
grave. The meeting place is the Anglers
Park Visitor Centre, accessible using
local bus services and also has parking.

To register, please return the registration
form at the back of the newsletter to
Gina Douglas, Meetings Secretary.  It is
also available on the Society’s website
(www.shnh.org.uk).

Venue Details
• The meeting venue is the Unity

Works at Westgate, Wakefield, WF1
1EP. 

• The Museum address and postcode
is: Wakefield One, Burton
Street,Wakefield,WF1 2DD. 

• The walk will meet at the Anglers
Country Park, Haw Park Lane,
Wintereett, Wakefield WF4 2EB. 

Charles Waterton

Enter ‘Charles Waterton’ as a search
item in Google and you get 400,000
hits, evidence of widespread fame and
an intriguing life. He was a traveller,
‘larger than life’ person and an inven-
tive taxidermist, now regarded as one of
Britain’s great eccentrics. Few of his con-
temporaries engaged in such a variety of
mischief and adventure. His activities,
and the aggravation he caused, contin-
ue to fascinate, inspire and amuse even
150 years after his death.

Waterton’s famous book Wanderings
in South America, published in 1825,
described his travels at a time when few
people made such journeys. It was re-
published many times, exciting
acclaim, argument and derision in equal
volume. It featured a mischievous taxi-
dermy fabrication (The Nondescript), a
new species of mammal or a tiny
human; Waterton wouldn’t say. Instead
he confided to his physician “I do enjoy
a bit of stuffing“ and went on to create
a collection of weird creatures as well as
‘normal’ specimens.
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Taxidermy was his passion. His book
devoted 19 pages to his special meth-
ods, one of the first detailed instruc-
tions in this art to be published in
Britain. It was followed by many essays
on the subject, rudely dismissive of con-
temporary taxidermists. He used his
skill to fabricate imaginary creatures,
forming three-dimensional religious
and political cartoons that lampooned
issues and people that attracted his ire.
His surviving specimens offer a fascinat-
ing insight into the skill and ideas of a
controversial and idiosyncratic nine-
teenth century naturalist.

Pat Morris

[Eds note: for more information on
Waterton, see Pat Morris’s book Charles
Waterton (1782 - 1865) and His Eccentric
Taxidermy (MPM Publishing, 2014).]

15. Philosophical Transactions
350 years of publishing at the Royal

Society
The Royal Society, London

Through June 23 2015

This exhibition celebrates the 350th

anniversary of the world's first scientific
journal, the Philosophical Transactions,
showcasing treasures from the Royal
Society's archives connected with the
journal as well as on-going work being
carried out by the 'Publishing the
Philosophical Transactions: the social,
cultural and economic history of a
learned journal. 1665-2015' project (see:
https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/philosoph-
icaltransactions/ ).

It outlines the history of the journal
from its foundation to the present, tak-
ing in the papers, editorial procedures
and printing technologies involved in
the making and transmission of scien-

tific knowledge in each era, from the
scientific revolution to the digital age.
For more information see: https://royal-
society.org/events/2014/12/pubs-350-
exhibition/.

16. Strange Creatures
The art of unknown animals 
Grant Museum of Zoology,
University College London

Through 27 June 2015

This exhibition explores the world of
animal representations, featuring the
painting of a kangaroo by George
Stubbs following Captain Cook’s first
“Voyage of Discovery“.

Many of the exhibition’s displays
have been developed by palaeontolo-
gists and by historians of science, explo-
ration and art from UCL who have
investigated the theme of animal repre-
sentation from the perspective of their
own disciplines.

Stories include medieval accounts of
exotic creatures, art from the ages of
exploration and empire, sailors who
faked “dragon“ specimens by manipu-
lating dried fish, contemporary knitted
craft taxidermy and twenty-first century
reconstructions of dinosaurs based on
cutting-edge engineering principles.
Together they explore how unknown
animals are communicated to the wider
public.. For more information see:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums/zoolo-
gy/visit/exhibitions/strange-creatures.

17. Elements
Hunt Institute for Botanical

Documentation 
Pittsburgh, PA

Through June 30 2015

This exhibition features drawings and
watercolours of bird nests with a focus
on the natural and man-made materials

Other Events



incorporated into these
architectural structures.
Photographs of forest
understory transport

the viewer between the landscape and
the ephemeral artifacts that signify the
remains of a cycle of building, incubat-
ing, nesting and fledging. The featured
artists are Sue Abramson, Wendy
Brockman, David Morrison and Kate
Nessler. The creators of these drawings
and watercolours of bird nests and pho-
tographs of transitional landscapes are
inspired by the relationship of the nest
to time, place, music and architecture.
Also included in the exhibition is a
selection of birds, nests and eggs on
loan from the Carnegie Museum of
Natural History.    For more information
see: http://huntbotanical.org/exhibi-
tions/show.php?121.

18. Subterranean Worlds
Under the Earth in the Early

Americas
John Carter Brown Library, Brown

University, RI
Through August 2015

As the inaugural event of a project enti-
tled 'Exploring the Four Elements,' this
exhibition showcases the John Carter
Brown Library's collection of texts, illus-
trations, and maps that open a window
onto the quest for metals below the sur-
face of the earth in the colonial
Americas. 

More than simply reflecting the cen-
tral importance of mining in colonial
society, the exhibits offer insight into
ideas and values that the inhabitants of

early modern Europe and the colonial
Americas attached to subterranean
realms and their metallic riches.
For more information see:
http://www.brown.edu/Facilities/John_C
arter_Brown_Library/exhibitions/mining/.

19. Kew's Heritage Trees by
Masumi Yamanaka

Shirley Sherwood Gallery of
Botanical Art 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
Through 9 August 2015

Kew’s Heritage Trees features a stun-
ning series of new paintings by Kew artist
Masumi Yamanaka. The 40 paintings on
display demonstrate how Masumi was
inspired by the beauty of the rare and
iconic champion trees that grow at Kew,
some of which date back to 1762.

To accompany the exhibition, Kew
has published Treasured Trees (Kew
Publishing, 2015), written by Masumi
Yamanaka, Christina Harrison and
Martyn Rix. Beautifully reproducing all
of Masumi’s unique paintings from the
exhibition, this book is a celebration of
trees, accompanied by an entertaining
and informative text.  For more infor-
mation see: http://www.kew.org/visit-
kew-gardens/whats-on/exhibition-
kews-heritage-trees-masumi-yamanaka 

20. Once there were billions
Vanished birds of North America
Smithsonian Libraries, National

Museum of Natural History,
Washington DC

Through January 2016

Once an amazing diversity of birds –
some in breath-taking abundance –
inhabited the vast forests and plains of
North America. But starting around
1600, species began to disappear, as
humans altered habitats, over-hunted,
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and introduced predators.  
A notable extinction occurred 100

years ago, with the death of Martha the
Passenger Pigeon, the last member of a
species that once filled America’s skies.
The story of the last Passenger Pigeon
and the disappearance of the Great Auk,
Carolina Parakeet, and Heath Hen
reveal the fragile connections between
species and their environment.  

The exhibition includes books
(Catesby, Wilson, Audubon, Baird,
Rothschild, and others) from the
Smithsonian Libraries, bird and egg
specimens (including Martha herself)
from the NMNH Bird Division, and
images from additional books.  
For more information, visit
http://library.si.edu/exhibition/once-
there-were-billions.

21. News from NatSCA

The last few years have seen NatSCA
repositioning itself in the museums sec-
tor in order to better respond to the
challenges resulting from year-on-year
cuts in funding that many museums are
facing. The audience for our activities
has become broader, as more generalist
collections managers take on the duty of
care for natural science collections, so
our training delivery has increased to
ensure that important skills are not lost.
We have also been embracing digital
media in order to raise the profile of nat-
ural science collections and inspire new
audiences who can act as advocates for
collections (if you’re interested you can
follow us on Twitter where we have the
username @Nat_SCA and you can sub-
scribe to our blog and Facebook pages).

Our focus on encouraging advocates
by engaging with new audiences is the

theme of this year’s NatSCA conference,
Museums Unleashed: using traditional and
social media to communicate collections.
The meeting will be in Bristol on the 21st

and 22nd May and will look at using tele-
vision, the press and digital media to
help share the amazing collections held
in museums with wider audiences and
how our professional activities can be
communicated. It will support novices as
well as those who are more familiar with
digital engagement, so by the end of the
meeting everyone will know the differ-
ence between a hashtag and clickbait
and how to use both effectively to share
collections.

Digital information gathering is also
on our list of priorities. Our crowd-
sourced map of collections in the UK
(natsca.org/NHNearYou) is still growing,
with more information being added to
improve records for museums and other
collections around the UK and Ireland. If
you know of a collection, or if you can
add more information about a collec-
tion, please be sure to take a look at the
map and share what you know. 

We are also developing plans to
create a Wiki, which would provide a
comprehensive resource for people inter-
ested in natural history. By creating a
Wiki that would be able to link objects
and collections with information about
collectors and their histories, we hope to
make a rich and useful resource curated
by the natural history community. To
make it happen will take planning, the
development of training tools and an
appropriate digital infrastructure. We
may also need to change how museums
and individuals view information shar-
ing, but if we can make it happen it
would be an incredibly valuable tool for
researching the history of natural history.

Paolo Viscardi
Horniman Museum & Gardens
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22. Linnaean Annotated Library
now online

The Linnaean Annotated Library is now
online as part of the Linnean Society’s
Online Collections. The 197 titles and
over 60,000 images are now available
for browsing. 

The personal library of Carl
Linnaeus (1707-1778) includes the
books Linnaeus used as reference mate-
rial (some 1,600 volumes), many of
them given to him by fellow naturalists
and admirers all over the world. It also
contains all theses of his students that
he supervised.

Most importantly, however, it con-
tains Linnaeus' personal copies of his
own works, spanning from 1735 to
1776, many of them interleaved and
copiously annotated in his own hand.
This annotated collection includes two
of his most important works: the first
edition of Species plantarum (1753), and
the 10th edition of Systema naturae
(1758-59).

Linnaeus' notes, annotations, scrib-
bled references, comments and correc-
tions are an incredibly rich resource for
understanding the processes and
sources that led to some of the most
influential works in the history of sci-
ence.   For more information see:
http://linnean-online.org/linnaean_aw.html

23. Lee Kong Chian Natural
History Museum

Singapore

The Lee Kong Chian Natural History
Museum in Singapore opened to the
public on 28 April 2015. Over 2,000
specimens, ranging from majestic
dinosaur fossils to a bird in the collec-
tion of British naturalist Alfred Russel
Wallace, are display in the 8,500 sq m
museum.

The history of the museum is
described in a new publication entitled
Of Whales and Dinosaurs: The Story of
Singapore’s Natural History Museum (NUS
Press, 2015), the first book to document
the 127-year history of Singapore’s nat-
ural history collection. 

The collection of biological speci-
mens survived mostly intact through
the multiple challenges of the nine-
teenth century, the devastation of
World War II, and its potential disinte-
gration in the 1970s. During the first
two decades of Singapore’s independ-
ence, it was nearly consigned to obliv-
ion, when the government’s nation-
building focus marginalised natural his-
tory and placed priorities elsewhere.
The creation of the Lee Kong Chian
Natural History Museum is the result of
the tenacity and courage of the individ-
uals overcame the odds to protect
Singapore’s natural history heritage.

In the heritage zone, the history of
the Raffles Museum and LKCNHM is
presented. This gallery holds the
“Cabinets of Curiosities“ where visitors
can examine Singapore’s history of bio-
diversity exploration; the people who
helped build this; and the biological
treasures accumulated over 137 years. A
zone titled “Singapore Today“ reveals
the geology of the island and the impor-
tant conservation efforts by national
agencies.    For more information on the
museum and its collections see:
http://lkcnhm.nus.edu.sg/nus/index.ph
p/lkcnhm/aboutlkcnhm.  
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24. Mark Catesby’s watercolours

Mark Catesby FRS
(1682-1749) ret-
urned from his
expeditions to
Carolina, Florida
and the Bahama
Islands with
incredibly detailed
watercolour draw-
ings of birds, animals, insects, plants,
trees and fish - many of which were new
to European eyes.

Between 1729 and 1747 Catesby
devoted himself to publishing his illus-
trations, alongside the extensive
descriptions taken from his expeditions.
The result was The Natural History of
Carolina, Florida & the Bahama Islands.
In 1768, King George III purchased the
complete collection of watercolours in
three leather volumes for the price of
£120.  

The first facsimile edition of
Catesby's original watercolour draw-
ings, which are held in the Royal
Collection at Windsor Castle, is pub-
lished in four leather-bound volumes to
mark the 300th anniversary of Catesby's
arrival in the New World.

Catesby’s watercolours are presented
together with Catesby’s own fascinating
descriptions of each image. These beau-
tiful volumes have been on display,
touring with the Catesby tour for the
book launches of The Curious Mr
Catesby’ in the United States and the
United Kingdom. For more information
see: http://addisonpublications.com/  

25. Darwinlive.com

For the past two years, Richard
Milner, FLS, of the American Museum of
Natural History (AMNH) in New York,
has directed the AMNH Alfred Russel

Wallace Centenary Celebration, which
held two public conferences on the
naturalist's life and work. The opening
meeting was in New York, and a sister
event took place at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in 2014.
The November 2013 event in New York

featured an inspiring keynote address on
“Alfred Russel Wallace and the Birds of
Paradise“ by Sir David Attenborough,
who received a five-minute standing ova-
tion. The legendary wildlife filmmaker's
talk was preceded by a full day of lectures
on Wallacean topics, which are now
online at
http://darwinlive.com/wallace/amnh.html

The website refers you to three hours
of Wallace lectures based on videos of
ten lectures that were given at the
AMNH, and additional talks at the
North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences on February 14th (“A Valentine
to Alfred Russel Wallace“ with George
Beccaloni, Director of the Wallace
Correspondence Project). There is a
great deal of additional written materi-
al, and linkups to some spectacular
videos. Speakers include Andrew Berry
(on Wallace and the Problem of
Humankind), Errol Fuller (on Wallace as
a Field Collector), James Costa (on the
Lessons of Wallace's “Species
Notebook“), Richard Milner (on
Darwin, Wallace, and Spiritualism),
David Quammen, Charles H. Smith,
and George Beccaloni.

Milner documents a bizarre 1876
courtroom drama in which the nine-
teenth century's two great naturalists,
Darwin and Wallace, took opposing
sides when the supernatural went on
trial. It can be accessed through the
website or by going to YouTube and
searching “02 Milner on Wallace
Spiritualism“ Milner has given this
popular presentation in New York, Los
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Angeles, and Raleigh, and will present it
again on Thursday evening, July 2nd at
the London Natural History Museum as
the Second Annual Alfred Russel
Wallace Lecture. 

There is also special forthcoming
“Wallace Issues“ of Skeptic magazine and
Natural History magazine.

Richard Milner

26. The Biodiversity Heritage Library
Purposeful Gaming

The Biodiversity Heritage Library
aims to raise more awareness about the
large collection of seed catalogues and
ornithological material that has been
digitized and made accessible on BHL.
The beautiful vintage seed catalogues
have been recently highlighted in the
Garden Stories event online.

Seed catalogues are difficult subjects
for Optical Character Recognition soft-
ware (OCR) to parse (which produces
searchable text files of digitized images),
so searching the text of online vintage
seed catalogues is often problematic.
The picturesque fonts and elaborate
page layouts cause the resulting OCR
output to be error prone and less than
optimal...at least up to now.

One aspect of the project,
‘Purposeful Gaming’, is a method of
crowdsourcing transcription and quali-
ty control to the public through use of
video games. Currently, the ornitholog-
ical writing and seed catalogue collec-
tion on BHL is available only as scanned
images. In order to make them more
searchable and useful, the project allows
interested members of the public to
transcribe the material into text docu-
ments that will be incorporated into the
BHL collection. The video game will
help transcribers look for errors and
discrepancies in transcriptions to
improve the quality of the text on BHL. 

For more information on the project
please visit:
http://biodivlib.wikispaces.com/Purpos
eful+Gaming

Patrick Randall 
Ernst Mayr Library, Museum of

Comparative Zoology
Harvard University

patrickrandall@fas.harvard.edu

27. New Members
George Fussey (Windsor, UK)

Robert MacNaughton
(Calgary, Canada)

Peter Riches (Clifton Hampden, UK)
Beth Tobin (Athens, Georgia, USA)

Katy Tee (London, UK)

28. The Correspondence of Dr.
Martin Lister (1639-1712)
Volume One: 1662-1677

Anna Marie Roos (ed & trans.)
BRILL, 2015
960 pp., 15 illustrations
ISBN: 978-9004225534 (hb)
US$330, €255
Martin Lister (1639–1712) was a con-
summate virtuoso, the first arachnolo-
gist and conchologist, and a Royal
physician. As one of the most promi-
nent corresponding fellows of the Royal
Society, many of Lister’s discoveries in
natural history, archaeology, medicine,
and chemistry were printed in the
Philosophical Transactions. 

Lister corresponded extensively with
explorers and other virtuosi such as
John Ray, who provided him with spec-
imens, observations, and locality
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records from Jamaica, America,
Barbados, France, Italy, the Neth-
erlands, and his native England.

This volume of ca. 400 letters (one of
three), consists of Lister’s correspon-
dence dated from 1662 to 1677, includ-
ing his time as a Cambridge Fellow, his
medical training in Montpellier, and his
years as a practicing physician in York.

29. The Correspondence of
Charles Darwin
Volume 22, 1874 

Charles Darwin
Frederick Burkhardt (Editor), James Secord
(Editor), The Editors of the Darwin
Correspondence Project (Editor) 
Cambridge University Press, 2015
904 pp. 
ISBN: 978-1107088726 (hb)
£95.
This volume is part of the definitive edi-
tion of letters written by and to Charles
Darwin, the most celebrated naturalist
of the nineteenth century. Notes and
appendixes put these fascinating and
wide-ranging letters in context, making
the letters accessible to both scholars
and general readers. Darwin depended
on correspondence to collect data from
all over the world and to discuss his
emerging ideas with scientific col-
leagues, many of whom he never met in
person. 

The letters are published chronolog-
ically: volume 22 includes letters from
1874, the year in which Darwin com-
pleted his research on insectivorous
plants and published second editions of
Descent of Man and Coral Reefs. The year
also saw an acrimonious dispute
between Darwin and St George Jackson
Mivart as a result of an anonymous
review the latter had written in which
he criticised Darwin's son George.

30. Books and Readers at the Dawn
of the Victorian 

James A. Secord
University of Chicago Press, 2015
256 pp., illus. 
ISBN: 978-0226203287 (pb)
US$30 
The early 1830s witnessed an extraordi-
nary transformation in British political,
literary, and intellectual life. New scien-
tific disciplines begin to take shape,
while new concepts of the natural world
were hotly debated. Jim Secord, Director
of the Darwin Correspondence Project,
captures this unique moment of change
by exploring key books, including
Charles Lyell's Principles of Geology,
Mary Somerville's Connexion of the
Physical Sciences, and Thomas Carlyle's
satirical work, Sartor Resartus. Set in the
context of electoral reform and debates
about the extension of education to
meet the demands of the coming age of
empire and industry, Secord shows how
the books were published, disseminat-
ed, admired, attacked and satirized.

31. Undying Curiosity
Carsten Niebuhr and the Royal
Danish Expedition to Arabia 

(1761-1767)

Lawrence J. Baack
Franz Steiner Verlag, 2014
443 pp., 22 b/w illus.
ISBN: 978-3515107686 (hb)
US$109, € 68.

In 1801, the nominations to the French
Institut des sciences et des arts, the former
French Academy, included Immanuel
Kant, Johann Gottfried Herder, Thomas
Jefferson, Friedrich Klopstock, Arthur
Young, Joseph Priestly and Carsten
Niebuhr. The first six are seminal figures
of the 18th Century, but who was
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Carsten Niebuhr and why was he con-
sidered worthy of membership in
Europe's most prestigious society? 
The answer is that it was Niebuhr who

gave to European readers perhaps the
most accurate, multifaceted and
open-minded portrait of the Middle
East published in the 18th Century, an
account that is still highly respected for
its scholarship today. 

This book is the first comprehensive,
multidisciplinary study of his achieve-
ment and that of his colleagues as mem-
bers of the Danish Expedition to Arabia.
It is an examination of an encounter
between the Northern European
Enlightenment and the cultural, physi-
cal and ecological domains of the
Middle East, and of the knowledge in
many scholarly fields that this
encounter produced. Drawing on exten-
sive archival research, including field
journals and correspondence, it paints
in the context of the 18th Century, a
vivid picture of the ideas behind, the
field experience of, and the scientific
results produced by what the London
Times has called “One of the most
extraordinary journeys of all time.“

32. Naturalists in Paradise
Wallace, Bates and Spruce in the

Amazon  

John Hemming
Thames & Hudson, 2015
368 pp.
ISBN: 979-0500252108 (hb)
£16, US$ 34.95

Alfred Russel Wallace,
Henry Walter Bates
and Richard Spruce
were English natural-
ists who went to
Amazonia 150 years
ago. This book is the

first to combine all three young men’s
experiences of the Amazon, drawing
heavily on their own letters and books.
All three explored an unknown river
and had many thrilling adventures: vio-
lent attacks of malaria, fearful rapids,
murder attempts, encounters with
newly contacted indigenous peoples,
shipwrecks, and many other hardships.
In addition to their huge contributions
to knowledge of the Amazonian envi-
ronment, each is particularly famous for
one discovery. Wallace is acknowledged
as a co-discoverer, along with Charles
Darwin, of the theory of evolution.
Bates discovered protective mimicry
among insects, a phenomenon named
after him. Spruce transported the qui-
nine-bearing Cinchona tree, the most
important medicinal plant of the nine-
teenth century, to India, where it saved
countless lives from malaria.

33. Methodus Plantarum Nova
John Ray (1682)

John Ray (1682); translated into English
by Stephen A. Nimis, Kathleen Tschantz
Unroe, Michael A. Vincent ; with com-
mentaries by Michael Black [on Ray's
seed biology], Mark W. Chase [on Ray's
classification of plants], and Michael A.
Vincent [on Ray's impact on plant tax-
onomy].
The Ray Society, 2014
The Ray Society Series no. 176
182 pp.,  illus.
ISBN: 978-0903874465
£60 + £9 p&p.

John Ray (1627-1705) contributed
several important concepts to the field of
plant taxonomy: first, the division of
plants into groups based on seed leaves
(Monocotyledonae and Dicotyledonae);
second, the differentiation between flow-
ering and flowerless plants; third, the use
of the term “petal“ to designate the
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“leaf“ of the flower; fourth, the use of
stamens and pistils in plant classifica-
tion, anticipating the emphasis of
Linnaeus. 

Ray worked towards a natural classifi-
cation of plants that was based on more
than one “data set“: classification should
not use a single character but ideally
should make use of as much information
as was available for as many parts of the
plant as possible. In this way his work
foreshadowed that of Lamarck, de
Jussieu and de Candolle in France, and
then Bentham and Hooker in England.
He worked to popularise the study of
plants, to bring it to the level of science,
and to systematise previous knowledge
of plants into a workable whole. If not
for the innovative use of binomials by
Linnaeus, perhaps John Ray might have
been more widely remembered as the
true “Father of Plant Taxonomy“.

Ray sets out his 'new' classification of
plants in Methodus Plantarum Nova and
discusses some basic aspects of their biol-
ogy. This book is its first English transla-
tion: though occupying an important
place in the history of Botany, hitherto it
has been available only in its original
language, Latin.

Many thanks to everyone who con-
tributes material to this section. May I
just remind you to forward details of
your own publications as well as those
of general interest. Please include as
many publication details as possible:
such as publisher, date and ISBN.

Achim, M. & and Podgorny, I. (eds)
(2013) Museos al detalle: colecciones,
antigüedades e historia natural.
Prohistoria Ediciones, Rosario. 278pp.,

illus. ISBN: 978-9871855681 (pb).
ARS$147.
Adler, J. (2014) The ship as laboratory
making space for field science at sea. J.
History of Biology 47 (3): 333-362. 
Asselin, A., Cayouette, J. & Mathieu, J.
(2014). Curieuses histoires de plantes du
Canada. Tome 1. Éditions du
Septentrion. 250 pp., illus.  
ISBN: 978-2894487976 (pb). CAD$45.
Avery, M. (2014) A Message from
Martha: The Extinction of the Passenger
Pigeon and its Relevance Today.
Bloomsbury Natural History. 304pp.
ISBN: 978-1472906274 (pb). £10.
Ayres, P. G. (2012) Shaping ecology: the
life of Arthur Tansley. Wiley-Blackwell.
226pp. ISBN: 978-0470671542 (pb).
£20, €25. 
Baack, L. J. (2014) Undying Curiosity:
Carsten Niebuhr and the Royal Danish
Expedition to Arabia (1761-1767). Franz
Steiner Verlag. 443 pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-3515107686 (hb). US$109, € 68.
Baker, R. A. (2013) Birds, bugs, botany
and birdwatching: some clergyman nat-
uralists associated with Ireland Irish Nat.
J. 33: 28-33. 
Berre, T. M. (2013) Wallace’s acceptance
of Darwin’s priority in his own words.
The Linnean 29 (2): 23-40.
Binnema, T. (2014) Enlightened zeal: the
Hudson’s Bay Company and scientific net-
works, 1670-1870.  Toronto UP. 458pp.,
illus. ISBN: 978-1442614758 (pb).
CAD$37.95.
Boulter, C. J., Reiss, M. J. & Sanders, D.
L. (eds) (2014) Darwin-Inspired Learning.
Sense Publishers. 450pp.
ISBN:  978-9462098312 (pb). US$43.
Brown, T. (2014), Zoo proliferation -
The first British zoos from 1831 - 1840,
Der zoologische Garten [new series] 83:
17 - 27.
Brusius, M., Dean, K. & Ramalingam,
C. (eds) (2013) William Henry Fox Talbot

New & Recent Publications



beyond photography. The Yale Center for
British Art & The Paul Mellon Centre for
Studies in British Art. 308pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-0300179347 (hb). US$77. 
Burtt, E. Jr. & Davies, W. E. Jr. (2013)
Alexander Wilson: the Scot who founded
American ornithology. Belknap Press of
Harvard UP. 464pp., illus.  ISBN: 978-
0674072558 (hb). US$35, £25, €31.
Cayouette, J. (2014) À la découverte du
Nord. Deux siècles et demi d'exploration de
la flore nordique du Québec et du Labrador.
Éditions MultiMondes. 372pp.
ISBN: 978-2895444718  (pb). CAD$50.
Cocks, M. M. (2014) Dr Louis Auzoux
and his collections of papier-mâché
flowers, fruits and seeds. J. Hist.
Collections 26:  229-248. [Auzoux (1797-
1880), better known for his anatomical
models, produced from his factory in
1861-7 in France, enlarged models  of
23 plant species and two kinds of fungi,
in vibrant colours.]
Corner, J. K. (2013) My father in his suit-
case: in search of E. J. H. Corner, the relent-
less botanist. Landmark Books, Singapore.
431pp., photos. ISBN: 978-9814189477
(pb). £25. [Biography of former Director
of Singapore Botanic Gardens, teacher,
conservationist and monographer of the
huge fungus genus Clavaris.]
Cowie, H. & Gray, K. (2013) Nature,
Nation and Nostalgia: Narratives of
Natural History in Spanish and British
America (1750-1800). J. for Eighteenth-
Century Studies. Special Issue: The
Cultural Production of Natural
Knowledge. 36: 545-558. 
Darwin, C. (author), Burkhardt, F.,
Secord, J. & The Editors of the Darwin
Correspondence Project (eds) (2015)
The Correspondence of Charles Darwin:
Volume 22, 1874. CUP. 904pp. 
ISBN: 978-1107088726 (hb). £95.
Dathan, W. (2012) The reindeer botanist:
Alf Erling Porsild, 1901-1977. U. of

Calgary Press. 748pp, illus. 
ISBN: 978-1552385869 (pb). CAD$
44.95. [Includes a history of the
National Herbarium of Canada, 1936-
77, of which Porsild became Chief
Botanist.]
Dowsett-Lemaire, F. & Dowsett, R. J.
(2014) The Birds of Ghana. An atlas and
handbook.  Tauraco & Aves. 713pp., 21
col. plates of habitats and birds, numer-
ous maps. ISBN: 978-2872250073 (pb).
£35. [Pages 7-21 cover the history of
ornithology in Ghana, ex-Gold Coast.]
Duarte, R. H. (2013) Between the
natural and the universal: natural
history networks in Latin America in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Isis  104: 777-787.
Elias, S. A. (2014) A brief history of the
changing occupations and demograph-
ics of coleopterists from the 18th

through the 20th century. J. Hist. Biology
47: 213-242.
Fox, P. (2014) Trinity College Library
Dublin. A history. CUP. 412pp. 
ISBN: 978-1107011205 (hb). £25.
Fuller, E. (2014) Lost Animals: Extinction
and the Photographic Record. Princeton
UP. 240pp. ISBN: 978-0691161372.
US$29.95.
Fuller, E. (2014) The Passenger Pigeon.
Princeton UP. 184pp. 
ISBN:  978-0691162959 (hb). US$29.95.
Gay, H. (2013) The Silwood Circle: a
history of ecology and the making of
scientific careers in the late twentieth-cen-
tury Britain. Imperial College Press.
440pp. ISBN: 978-1783262922 (pb). £26.
Greenburg, J. (2014) A Feathered River
Across the Sky: The Passenger Pigeon's
Flight to Extinction. Bloomsbury USA.
304pp. 
ISBN: 978-1620405369 (pb). £12.61.
Hall, D. W. (2014) Romantic naturalists,
early environmentalists: an ecocritical study,
1789-1912. Ashgate. 208pp., illus.
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ISBN: 978-1409422648 (hb). £60, US$105.
Hart, A. (2014) Women Artists: Images of
Nature. Natural History Museum.
112pp., illus. 
ISBN: 978-0565093440 (pb). £13.
Harter, U. (2014) Aquaria in der Kunst,
Literatur und Wissenschaft. Kehrer
Verlag. 256pp., illus. ISBN:
978-3868284843 (hb). €40.
Heinzeller, T. (ed.) (2015) Jacob Theodor
Klein: Die Naturgeschichte der Seeigel.
Basilisken-Presse. 312 pp., illus. ISBN:
978-3941365032 (hb). €58.50.
[Translation from the original Latin of
1734 with additional texts by B.
Ruthensteiner & A. Geus.]
Hemery, G. & Simblet, S. (2014) The
New Sylva: A Discourse of Forest and
Orchard Trees for the Twenty-First Century.
Bloomsbury. 400pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-1408835449 (hb). £40.
Hemming, J. (2015) Naturalists in
Paradise:  Wallace, Bates and Spruce in the
Amazon. Thames & Hudson. 368 pp.
ISBN: 979-0500252108 (hb). £16,
US$35.
Hernández-Laille, M. (2015) Darwin in
Natural Science School Textbooks in the
Nineteenth Century in England and
Spain. Pp. 311-24, in Darwin-Inspired
Learning, edited by Carolyn J. Boulter,
Michael J. Reiss and Dawn L. Sanders.
Sense Publishers. 
ISBN: 978-9462098312.
Hernández-Laille, M. (2015) Darwin-
ism in Spanish Natural Science
Textbooks in the Last Decade of the
Nineteenth Century. Brief Approach to
Art on the teaching of the theory of
evolution. Pp 23-40, in Arts and Nature.
Biology and Symbolism in the Barcelona of
1900 (Coords. Pere Capellà Simó and
Antoni Galmés Martí). Universitat de
Barcelona. ISBN: 978-8447538751.
Hunter, M. (2014) John Ray in Italy:
lost manuscripts rediscovered. Notes

Rec.: the Royal Society journal of the histo-
ry of science, 68 (2): 93-109; DOI:
10.1098/rsnr.2013.0061. 
Ingensiep, H. W. (2013) Der kultivierte
Affe - Philosophie, Geschichte und
Gegenwart. S. Hirzel Verlag. 317 pp.,
illus. ISBN: 978-3777621494 (hb). €25.
Jackson, C. E. (2014) Menageries in
Britain 1100-2000. The Ray Society. The
Ray Society Series no. 175, 443 pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-0903874458. £50 + £9 p&p.
Jarvis, C.E. & Oswald, P. H. (2014) The
collecting activities of James
Cuninghame FRS on the voyage of
Tuscan to China (Amoy) between 1697
and 1699. Notes Rec.: the Royal Society
journal of the history of science, doi:
10.1098/rsnr.2014.0043
Jarvis, C. E. & DuVal , A., & Crane, P.
R. (2014) Gardenia jasminoides - a tra-
ditional Chinese dye plant becomes a
garden ornamental in Europe. Curtis's
Bot. Mag, 31 (1): 80 - 98.
Johnson, K. (2012) Ordering Life: Karl
Jordan and the naturalist tradition. John
Hopkins UP. 385pp., illus. ISBN: 978-
1421406008 (hb). US$40, £24.
Jones, R. T. (2014) Empire of extinction:
Russians and the North Pacific's strange
beasts of the sea, 1741-1867. OUP. 296 pp.,
illus. ISBN: 978-0199343416 (hb). £36.
Kinukawa, T. (2013) Learned vs. com-
mercial? The commodification of
nature in early-modern natural history
specimen exchanges in England,
Germany, and the Netherlands. Hist.
Stud. in the Natural Sciences 43: 589-618.
King-Hele, D. (2014) Erasmus Darwin
and evolution. Stuart Harris. 212pp.
ISBN: 978-0954215187 (hb). £10.
Lawson, R. M. (2012) Frontier naturalist:
Jean Louis Berlandier and the exploration
of Northern Mexico and Texas. U. of New
Mexico Press.  ISBN: 978-0826352170
(hb). US$45.
Lucey, J. (2014) Jane Stephens (1879-
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1959): zoologist and leading authority
on sponges. Irish Nat. J. 33: 93-99.
Milner, R. (2012) Charles R. Knight: the
artist who saw through time. Abrams.
180pp., illus. ISBN: 978-0810984790
(hb). US$40, £24.99.
Morris, P. (2014) Charles Waterton (1782
- 1865) and His Eccentric Taxidermy.
MPM Publishing. 104pp. 
ISBN: 978-0956487322 (hb). £20.
Nelson, E. C. & Elliott, D. J. (eds)
(2015) The Curious Mister Catesby: A
“Truly Ingenious“ Naturalist Explores New
Worlds. U. of Georgia Press, 465pp.,
illus. 
ISBN: 978-0820347264 (hb). US$
$49.95, £38.
Neri, J. (2011) The insect and the image:
visualising nature in Early Modern Europe,
1500-1700. U. of Minnesota Press.
280pp. ISBN: 978-0816667659 (pb).
US$27.50.
Nichols, H. (2014) The Galápagos; a nat-
ural history. Profile Books. 224pp. ISBN:
978-1781250532 (hb). £15.99.
Ossea-Asare, A. D. (2014) Bitter roots:
the search for healing plants in Africa. U.
of Chicago Press. 288pp., illus. ISBN:
978-0226086026 (pb). US$35, £24.
Pagel, T. (2014), Der Zoologische
Garten Köln - 150 Jahre Tiergärtnerei.
Zeitschrift des Kölner Zoos 53: 183 - 216.
[Generously illustrated history of
Germany's second-oldest zoo at its cur-
rent location, inaugurated 1860. Copies
can be ordered at www.koelnerzoo.de.]
Quintero, C. T. (2012), Birds of empire,
birds of nation: a history of science, econo-
my, and conservation in United States-
Colombia relations. Bogotá: U. de los
Andes. 187pp., illus. 
ISBN: 978-9586957953.
Ray, J. (1682) (2014) Methodus
Plantarum Nova, translated into English
by Stephen A. Nimis, Kathleen Tschantz
Unroe, Michael A. Vincent; with com-

mentaries by Michael Black [on Ray's
seed biology], Mark W. Chase [on Ray's
classification of plants], and Michael A.
Vincent [on Ray's impact on plant tax-
onomy]. The Ray Society. The Ray
Society Series no. 176, 182 pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-0903874465. £60 + £9 p&p.
Rookmaaker, L. C. (2015) The history
and identity of a rhinoceros exhibited
through Europe by Huguet of Massillia
and sold to the Zoological Garden of
Marseille, 1845-1862. Mésogée (Museum
d'histoire naturelle de Marseille) 69: 41-
78, table 1, pls. 1-10.
Roos, A. M.  (ed. & trans.) (2015) The
Correspondence of Dr. Martin Lister (1639-
1712): Volume One: 1662-1677. BRILL.
960 pp., illus. ISBN: 978-9004225534
(hb). US$330, €255.
Setz, C. J. and Fischel, A. (2013) Die
verlorenen Welten des Zden�k Burian.
Matthes & Seitz, Berlin. (Naturkunden
no. 8). 240pp., illus. ISBN: 978-
3882210811 (hb). €68.00.
Tan, K. Y. L. (2015) Of Whales and
Dinosaurs: The Story of Singapore’s
Natural History Museum. NUS Press.
304pp., illus. ISBN: 978-9971698553
(hb). US$40, S$46.
Taylor, M. A. (2015) Rediscovery of an
Ichthyosaurus breviceps Owen, 1881 sold by
Mary Anning (1799-1847) to the surgeon
Astley Cooper (1768-1841) and published
by William Buckland (1784-1856) in his
Bridgewater Treatise. Geoscience in South-
West England 13: 321-327.
Terral, M. (2014) Catching nature in the
act: Réaumur and the practice of natural
history in the eighteenth century. U.
Chicago Press. 275pp., illus.  
ISBN: 978-0226088600 (hb).  US$40.
Thorsen, L. E., Rader, K. A. & Dodd,
Adam (eds). (2013) Animals on display:
the creaturely in museums, zoos and natu-
ral history. The Pennsylvania State UP.
232pp., illus. 
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ISBN: 978-0271060705(hb).  US$ 64.95.
Tobin, B. F. (2014) The Duchess’s shells:
natural history collecting in the age of
Cook’s voyages. Yale UP.  316pp. 
ISBN: 978-0300192230 (hb). US$55.
Van der Valk, A. G. (2014) From forma-
tion to ecosystem: Tansley’s response to
Clement’s climax. J. Hist. Biology 47:
293-321.
Van Wyhe, J. (2014) Charles Darwin in
Cambridge: the most joyful years. World
Scientific.  193pp. 
ISBN: 978-9814583978 (pb). £16.
Vinnedge, D. (2014) Alaska's whaling
coast.  Arcadia Publishing. 127 pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-1467130240 (pb). US$21.99.
Vinnedge, D. (2014) California's whal-
ing coast. Arcadia Publishing. 127 pp.,
illus. ISBN: 978-1467131711 (pb).
US$21.99. 
Vinnedge, D. (2014) Pacific Northwest's
whaling coast. Arcadia Publishing, 128
pp., illus. ISBN: 978-1467132572 (pb).
US$21.99. [This and the preceding two
titles are lavishly illustrated and inform-
ative volumes on the history of coastal
whaling in the Images of America
series.]
Walker, A., MacGregor, A. & Hunter.
M. (eds) (2012) From books to bezoars: Sir
Hans Sloane and his collections. The

British Library. 310pp.
ISBN: 978-0712358804 (hb). £45, US
$60. [20 essays tracking the accumula-
tion and dispersal of the vast collection
forming the core of today’s British
Museum, British Library and Natural
History Museum.]
Williams, R. B. (2014) A bibliographical
description and publishing history of
Edward Forbes’s A History of British
Starfishes (1840-1841) with exact publi-
cation dates of new taxa and nomen-
clatural acts. Zoological Bibliography,
3: 1-23.
Williams, R. B. (2014) Oyster harvest-
ing was not always as traditional as
now. The Marine Biologist, 3: 34.
Wilson, G. L. (2014) Uses of plants by the
Hidatsas of the Northern Plains. (Edited
and annotated by Michael Scullin). U.
Nebraska Press.  472pp. 
ISBN: 978-0803246744 (hb). US$65.
Wyse Jackson, P. (2014) Ireland's gener-
ous nature. The past and present uses of
wild plants in Ireland. Missouri Botanical
Garden Press.  750pp., illus.
ISBN: 978-0915279784 (hb). US$60
Yamanaka, M., Harrison, C.  & Rix, M.
(2015) Treasured Trees. Kew Publishing,
2015, 120 pp., 40 botanical paintings.
ISBN: 978-1842465868 (hb). £25.
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Instituted in 2000 to commemorate the life and work of John
Thackray, Past President of the Society, this medal is awarded
for a significant achievement in the preceding three years
in the history of those areas of interest to the Society, that
is the biological and earth sciences in the broadest sense.

All SHNH members in good standing are invited to
make nominations for the 2015 award using the form (see
over). Nominations should be sent to the Honorary Secretary,
with an accompanying  etter.

Nominations must indicate the item and the producer to be nominated and
include the name and contact details of the person submitting the nomination.
Please include a brief statement on the nature of the significant achievement
involved and describe how the Prize Committee can obtain supporting evidence,
such as publication details or photographs of exhibitions, etc. The Committee may
ask for the loan of such evidence to support the Committee in its discussions.

The rules governing the award of The John Thackray Medal may be accessed on
our website at http://shnh.org.uk/awards-honours-medals/john-thackray-medal/
The deadline for submissions is 31 July 2015.
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I wish to nominate:

For:

My name:

My address:

My phone no.

My email:

Signed:

Date:

Please print out this form and return it to:

Society for the History of Natural History (Thackray Medal)

c/o The Natural History Museum

Cromwell Road

London SW7 5BD UK

Please also submit an electronic copy (available on SHNH website
www.shnh.org.uk) to the Honorable Secretary at secretary@shnh.org.uk
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Society for the History of Natural History

Conference & AGM 2015

Friday 31 July at the Union Works and Wakefield One, Wakefield, West Yorkshire

Saturday 1 August, Waterton Trail walk

Outline Programme 

A day of talks on aspects of the life and work of Charles Waterton (1782-1865),

which will include the SHNH AGM, and be followed by a visit to the exhibition in

the Museum at Wakefield One. Pat Morris will give a demonstration at Wakefield

One on “The inside story“ showing how Waterton achieved his results.

Enter ‘Charles Waterton’ as a search item in Google and you get 400,000 hits,

evidence of widespread fame and an intriguing life. He was a traveller, ‘larger than

life’ person and an inventive taxidermist, now regarded as one of Britain’s great

eccentrics. Few of his contemporaries engaged in such a variety of mischief and

adventure. His activities, and the aggravation he caused, continue to fascinate,

inspire and amuse even 150 years after his death.

Speakers include:

• Jan Graffius, curator at Stonyhurst College, on Waterton's education 

and Catholic upbringing

• Pat Morris on the taxidermy

• John Whitaker on Waterton's Wakefield connections

• Adrian Padfield on the Curare story, and 
• John Chalmers on the disagreements between Audubon and Waterton.

The guided walk on Saturday will take participants around the former Waterton

Estate at Walton Hall, including Waterton’s grave. The meeting place is the Anglers

Park Visitor Centre, accessible using local bus services and also has parking.

Venue Details

• The meeting venue is the Unity Works at Westgate, Wakefield, WF1 1EP. 

• The Museum address and postcode is: Wakefield One, Burton 

Street,Wakefield,WF1 2DD. 

• The walk will meet at the Anglers Country Park, Haw Park Lane, 

Wintereett, Wakefield WF4 2EB.
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To register please complete and return the form, with a cheque (payable to
The Society for the History of Natural History) to: Ms Gina Douglas,
SHNH Meetings Secretary, 23 Jeffreys Road, London SW4 6QU, UK. Enquiries to
meetings@shnh.org.uk.

The closing date for registration will be 21 July.  The conference fee includes tea
and coffee breaks and lunch on Friday 31 July as well as the option to join the guid-
ed walk on Saturday 1 August. 

I/we wish to register to attend both days of the meeting at

Conference Fee
£30 Members of SHNH, per person £

£30 Partners & members of associated organisations* £ 

£20 Student members of SHNH & associated organisations £

£40 Non-members £

*These include members of The Linnean Society of London, MGHG, NatSCA & local
Wakefield groups.

I/we wish to join the Waterton Trail walk on the morning of Saturday 1 August
�            
I am enclosing a cheque for   £ 

The conference dinner, on Friday evening 31 July, will be an optional extra, at a
cost to be confirmed, but ca. £30. Tick the box below if you wish to come to the
Conference dinner.#

I/we wish to join the Conference Dinner on Friday 31 July    �  

# Please let us know if you have any special dietary requirements. 

Name(s) 

Address

Post code   Country 
Telephone 
Number E-mail address 
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Patron
Sir David Attenborough OM CH FRS

“Anyone who loves the history of natural history will find a warm welcome, like I did.“
Professor Janet Browne, Harvard University

SHNH - The Society for the History of Natural History welcomes as members everyone
with an interest in the history of natural history, natural history collections, exploration,
art and bibliography, for all period and cultures.

The Society publishes an internationally respected journal Archives of natural history. It is
published for the Society by Edinburgh University Press, a highly respected, independent
voice.  Members have free online access to all issues of Archives published since 1936.  

The Society also produces an informative newsletter which announces forthcoming
events, provides a forum for notes and queries, offers notice of new publications, and
much more.

We design meetings for wide audiences and provide time for discussion, social events
and ‘behind the scenes’ visits.  Recent venues include Oxford (2014), Exeter (2013),
Charleston, Washington and Richmond, USA (2013), London and Cambridge (2012). We
also co-sponsor special conferences.

Our international network of representatives connects the Society with local events and
provides regional contacts.  Their contact details are provided on our website.

How to join
SHNH has three categories of membership: Individual, Dual and Associate.
Subscriptions are managed by Edinburgh University Press.  Institutions and Libraries are
invited to enquire about print and online subscriptions from EUP.

• Individual: receives the printed copy of Archives and the Newsletter as well 
as free online access to all issues of Archives. UK: £32; ROW £37; 
North America US$67.

• Dual: for two people at the same address who receive one printed copy of 
Archives and the Newsletter as well as free online access to all issues of 
Archives. UK: £42; ROW £44; North America US$80.

• Associate: for full or part-time students (under 30) who receive free online 
access to all issues of Archives and the Newsletter. UK: £10; ROW £10.50; 
North America US$20.

To join the Society, please

• call the EUP Subscriptions Department on +44 (0)131 650 6207, or 

• email journals@eup.ed.ac.uk. We do not recommend sending 
credit card details by email.
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The Society for the History of Natural History is a friendly international society for
everyone who is interested in natural history in the broadest sense.  This includes
botany, zoology and geology as well as natural history collections, exploration, art
and bibliography. Everyone with an interest in these subjects – professional or ama-
teur – is welcome to join. 

The Society was founded in 1936 by a small group of scientists, librarians and
bibliographers centred on the British Museum (Natural History) in London. The
Society is still closely associated with the Museum, now the Natural History
Museum, which contains the national collections of natural history specimens and
has a strong tradition in the historical study of these collections.

Since its modest beginnings, the Society has grown in membership and
international standing. It is known for its friendliness and provides a focal point for
the history of all aspects of natural history. The Society also has a thriving
international membership and representatives in North America, Europe, Asia and
the Antipodes organise local meetings. An International Meeting is held at regular
intervals, the most recent being in the Unites States in November, 2012.

The Society’s main publication is Archives of natural history, produced twice a year,
and distributed free to all members. It contains refereed, illustrated papers and
book reviews and is published for the Society by Edinburgh University Press. All
volumes published since 1936 are now available online. A more informal Newsletter
is published two or three times a year. 

For more information contact the Secretary, Society for the History of Natural
History, c/o the Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD, UK
or search on www.shnh.org.uk.

All subscription matters are handled for the Society by Edinburgh University Press.
For subscription enquiries, including payment methods, please contact the
Subscription Administrators at Edinburgh University Press. 
E-mail: journals@eup.ed.ac.uk or telephone +44 (0)1316 506207.
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COPY DATE
The copy date for the next Newsletter is 15 September 2015.
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Officers and Council of the Society 2015

Patron
Sir David Attenborough OM CH FRS

Officers

President: Professor HUGH TORRENS
Secretary: Mrs LYNDA BROOKS

Treasurer: Mr WILLIAM NOBLETT
Editor: Professor PETER DAVIS

Meetings Secretary: Ms GINA DOUGLAS

Council

Dr Peter Barnard*
Dr Helen Cowie#

Dr John Edgington*
Ms Jo Hatton+

Dr Sachiko Kusukawa+
Dr Arthur MacGregor+

Dr Pat Morris*
Ms Louise Tomsett#
Dr Leucha Veneer+
Dr Ray Williams+

* elected 2012 + elected 2013, # elected 2014

Associate Editors: Dr Juliet Clutton-Brock, Dr E. Charles Nelson
& Dr Peter Barnard

Associate Editor Book Reviews: Ms Felicity Roberts
Representatives’ Coordinator: Mrs Malgosia Nowak-Kemp

Membership Coordinator: Ms Miranda Lowe
Membership Initiatives:  Dr Isabelle Charmantier 

Newsletter Editor: Ms Elaine Shaughnessy
Website Coordinator: Ms Elaine Shaughnessy

Email addresses

donations@shnh.org.uk
editor@shnh.org.uk

meetings@shnh.org.uk
secretary@shnh.org.uk
webmaster@shnh.org.uk

Representatives

Asia: Dr L. C. (Kees) Rookmaaker, Australasia: Ms Kathryn Medlock,
Central Europe: Prof. Mag.Christa Riedl-Dorn, Ireland: vacant,

Italy: Dr Carlo Violani, Japan: Professor Takeshi Watabe,
North America: Ms Leslie Overstreet, Spain: Dr Margarita Hernández Laille.N
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